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Free at Last

Asia Bibi with Anne-Isabelle Tollet
“I was going to die because of a cup of water.”
After drinking water from the same cup as
Muslim women, Asia Bibi, a Christian, was
sentenced to hang by the Islamic Republic of
Pakistan in 2010 on charges of blasphemy.
Bibi’s case polarized all of Pakistan and mobilized
international support from across the globe,
including politicians, journalists, and countless
organizations and supporters who fought for
her freedom. For nine long years, Bibi awaited
death in prison until she was formally acquitted
in January 2019. Now a political exile, Bibi is
reunited with her family in the West, but she will
never be allowed to return to her homeland.
In Free at Last, Asia and journalist Anne-Isabelle
Tollet, who championed Asia’s cause for nearly
a decade, share her story—one that reveals
the heart and mind of a woman who refused
to renounce her faith and unwittingly became
the global symbol of the fight against religious
extremism.
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FOREWORD by Anne-Isabelle Tollet, journalist,
novelist, and screenwriter
A B OU T T H E AU T HOR

Cowriter ANNE-ISABELLE TOLLET is a reporter and
former permanent correspondent in Pakistan. She is
the author of Blasphemy and Death Is Not a Solution
and general secretary of the International Asia Bibi
Committee.
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Reckless Grace

The Gift. The Mystery. The Embrace.
Bill Vanderbush & Brit Eaton

Grace is the ultimate expression of love.
We all know we need grace and forgiveness, but why is it so
difficult to extend them to ourselves and others?
In Reckless Grace, Bill Vanderbush and Brit Eaton challenge
our understanding of forgiveness with powerful biblical
evidence and show us how to step into the fullness of grace,
bringing reconciliation and restoration to our relationships
using:
• practical steps and accessible tools to help identify and
overcome barriers to grace
• carefully crafted exercises and reflections that explore
past and present hurts and work toward healing
• gentle guidance in becoming gospel-centered and
releasing grace into a fallen world.
God isn’t reckless, but the way he extends grace defies all
reason. We can learn to freely give what we have been freely
gifted.
touch matte
Cover features soft- UV gloss.
lamination with spot

Reckless Grace will challenge your understanding
of forgiveness and teach you how to receive
and share God’s unconditional love.
Ted Dekker, New York Times Bestselling Author
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Relationships

Bill Vanderbush:
• travels nationwide several times a month to speak
at other churches.
• is a regular guest on the daily GodTV subscriber
show, God Today.
• is filming a series for Matt Bell, the executive
producer of GodTV.
• is part of a weekly broadcast on four radio stations
in the Midwest that have several thousand
listeners.
• teaches an ongoing online Quantum Preaching
Class with a growing number of prepaid
subscribers.
A B OU T T H E AU T HORS

BILL VANDERBUSH is a third-generation minister
who has pastored for over twenty-five years. His
consuming passion is to empower people and live out
the mystery of our union with Christ. Bill makes his
home in Celebration, Florida.
BRIT EATON is a writer, speaker, discipler, and
all-around Kingdom seeker. She helps corporate,
nonprofit, and ministry leaders find the words to say
to move people to action. Brit lives in Mount Vernon,
Ohio.
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Hope for Today

365 Devotions for Depression & Anxiety
The circumstances of life may have
you feeling discouraged, overwhelmed,
frustrated, anxious, or even depressed. Isn’t
it encouraging to know that God’s love is not
dependent on your situation? Because his
love for you is unchanging and his promises
are true, you can choose to believe that
today will be a good day.
Find the hope, joy, and strength that is
abundant in God as you reflect on these
devotional entries, scriptures, and prayers.
No matter what comes your way today, you
can get through it with God at your side.
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•
•
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•

Beautifully-designed full color interior
Exquisite faux leather cover with heat debossing
and foil stamping
Encouraging daily devotions for those suffering
with depression or anxiety
Smythe-sewn layflat binding
Ribbon marker
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365 Days of Prayer
for Depression & Anxiety
When life’s troubles overwhelm you and you feel yourself
slipping into depression or filled with anxiety, find your
peace in God. Take comfort in knowing that he cares deeply
for you and he will be with you in your darkest moments.
365 Days of Prayer for Depression & Anxiety is a collection
of daily prayers that help you find the compassion,
confidence, courage, identity, inspiration, and purpose you
need to get through each day. Heartfelt prayers, encouraging
Scriptures, and prompting questions give you an opportunity
to consider more deeply the hope found in God and in the
promises of his Word.
Begin to experience underlying joy and peace as you dwell in
the love and care of your heavenly Father.
Other books in this series
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Beautifully-designed full color interior
Exquisite faux leather cover with heat debossing
and foil stamping
Encouraging daily prayers for those suffering with
depression or anxiety
Smythe-sewn layflat binding
Ribbon marker
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365 Days of Prayer
for Men
Whether you have made prayer a habit for many years or
this is your first prayer devotional, inspiration is waiting
for you in the daily prayers written here.
Ultimately, prayer is a conversation with God. You
don’t need to use fancy words or recite long passages of
Scripture. Just talk to God. Open your heart. He loves you,
and he is listening to every word you say.
Some days your prayers may be filled with gratitude, some
days with repentance, and some with need. Just lay your
heart and your prayers at the Father’s feet and wait for his
powerful response.
Other books in this series

978-1-4245-5815-5

978-1-4245-6013-4

978-1-4245-5817-9
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Living / Devotional
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Living / Prayer
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Living / Men’s Issues

978-1-4245-6099-8

SPE C IA L FE AT U RE S
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•

Beautifully-designed full color interior
Exquisite faux leather cover with heat debossing
and foil stamping
Encouraging daily prayers for men
Smythe-sewn layflat binding
Ribbon marker
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Daily Strength for Women
365 Daily Devotional

You can walk in confidence when you rely on God
to be your strength. Be encouraged with truth as you
spend time with God, reflecting on these devotions,
Scriptures, and prayers. As you spend time with
him, he will fill you with peace and hope for each
day.
Let your heavenly Father show you that, through
him, even in your weakest moments, you are radiant
and you are strong. Take courage in God’s love for
you and be ready to conquer each day!
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Beautifully-designed full color interior
Exquisite faux leather cover with heat debossing
and foil stamping
Encouraging daily devotions for women
Smythe-sewn layflat binding
Ribbon marker
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Firstfruits

365 Days of Blessing from the Book of Genesis
Brian Simmons & Gretchen Rodriguez

Experience awe and wonder as your heart embraces God’s
abundant blessing.
The Book of Genesis unveils the mystery of creation and
serves as the foundation upon which all revelation rests. It is
God’s expression of his covenant blessing for his people and
displays his awesome glory.

Firstfruits presents 365 daily devotions and prayers to
bring you to your knees in worship. With Scripture from
The Passion Translation®, this devotional will inspire you
to become a steward of his love and to showcase God’s
redemptive heart toward the world.
I will establish my eternal covenant of love between me and
you.
Genesis 17:7 TPT
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Brian Simmons and The Passion Translation® platform
information:
• Over 500,000 followers and readers
• Over 1.5 million books sold since its introduction in
2014
• Over 350,000 downloads on YouVersion
• Available on six Bible reading platforms online in
addition to print and ebooks
• Endorsed by Bill Johnson of Bethel Church, Bobbie
Houston of Hillsong Church, John and Lisa Bevere of
Messenger International, and more
A B OU T T H E AU T HOR

DR. BRIAN SIMMONS is a passionate lover of God
and the lead translator of The Passion Translation®.
Brian and his wife, Candice, travel full-time as speakers
and Bible teachers. They make their home in Wichita,
Kansas.
GRETCHEN RODRIGUEZ has co-authored many books with Brian Simmons. She and her husband invested nine years as missionaries and make their home in
Redding, California with their three daughters.
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The Passion Translation Book of Romans
12-Lesson Study Guide

The Passionate Life Bible Study Series
The book of Romans was written to communicate God’s
message of grace and glory to all of his believers. Live in the
truths found in Romans and discover the heavenly treasures
of faith, grace, righteousness, and power.
This 12-lesson study guide on the book of Romans
provides a unique and welcoming opportunity to immerse
yourself in God’s precious Word as expressed in The
Passion Translation®. Begin your journey with a thorough
introduction that details the authorship of Romans, date
of composition, first recipients, setting, purpose, central
message, and key themes. Each lesson then walks you
through a portion from the book and includes features
such as notable verses, historical and cultural background
information, definitions of words and language, cross
references to other books of the Bible, maps, and character
portraits of figures from the Bible and church history.
Enrich your biblical understanding of the book of Romans,
experience God’s love for you, and share his heart with
others.
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Brian Simmons and The Passion Translation® platform
information:
• Over 500,000 followers and readers
• Over 1.5 million books sold since its introduction in
2014
• Over 350,000 downloads on YouVersion
• Available on six Bible reading platforms online in
addition to print and ebooks
• Endorsed by Bill Johnson of Bethel Church, Bobbie
Houston of Hillsong Church, John and Lisa Bevere of
Messenger International, and more
A B OU T T H E AU T HOR
Dr. BRIAN SIMMONS is a passionate lover of God. After a
dra¬matic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling
him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the
gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife,
Candice, and their three children, he spent eight years in the
tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church
planter, translator, linguist, and consultant. Brian assisted in
the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project. After their
ministry in the jungle, Brian was instrumental in planting a
thriving church in New England (U.S.) and currently travels
full time as a speaker and Bible teacher. He is currently the lead
translator of The Passion Translation.
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The Passion Translation - 2020 Edition

New Testament with Psalms, Proverbs, and Song of Songs
Dr. Brian Simmons

2020 EDITION FEATURES
• Over 500 new footnotes
• Over 500 revised footnotes
• Updated text
• 16 pages of full-color maps locating and
identifying:
• Jesus’ birth, early years, ministry, and
last days
• major New Testament stories
• every epic journey of the Apostle Paul
• the missions of Philip and Peter
• the early church and seven churches of
Revelation
• political background to New Testament
events
• the territory of the Roman Empire
• the Holy Land today and in the time of
Jesus
•

•
•

978-1-4245-6139-1

978-1-4245-6140-7

STANDARD FAUX LEATHER FEATURES

In-depth footnotes with
insightful study notes,
commentary, word studies, cross
references, and alternate
translations
Extensive introductions and
outlines for each book
Traditional two-column format

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contemporary 9pt font
Premium Bible paper
Exquisite faux leather
Heat debossing
Foil stamping
Smyth-sewn binding
Ribbon marker

978-1-4245-6142-1

978-1-4245-6141-4

Encounter the heart of God.
The Passion Translation® is a modern, easy-to-read Bible translation that unlocks the passion
of God’s heart and expresses his fiery love—merging emotion and life-changing truth.
This translation will evoke an overwhelming response in every reader, unfolding the deep
mysteries of the Scriptures. If you are hungry for God, The Passion Translation will help you
encounter his heart and know him more intimately. Fall in love with God all over again.
VITAL INF OR M ATION
$49.99
ISBN: 978-1-4245-xxxx-x

Available:
October 2020

Faux leather
5 3/8 x 8
1072 pages
Case quantity: 24
eBook:
978-1-4245-

BISAC Categories:
• BIBLES / Other
Testaments / New
Testament & Portions
• BIBLES/Other
Translations/General

A B OU T T H E T R A N SL ATOR
Dr. BRIAN SIMMONS is a passionate lover of God. After a
dra¬matic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling
him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the
gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife,
Candice, and their three children, he spent eight years in the
tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church
planter, translator, linguist, and consultant. Brian assisted in
the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project. After their
ministry in the jungle, Brian was instrumental in planting a
thriving church in New England (U.S.) and currently travels
full time as a speaker and Bible teacher. He is currently the lead
translator of The Passion Translation.
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The Passion Translation - 2020 Edition

New Testament with Psalms, Proverbs, and Song of Songs
Dr. Brian Simmons

2020 EDITION FEATURES
• Over 500 new footnotes
• Over 500 revised footnotes
• Updated text
• 16 pages of full-color maps locating and
identifying:
• Jesus’ birth, early years, ministry, and
last days
• major New Testament stories
• every epic journey of the Apostle Paul
• the missions of Philip and Peter
• the early church and seven churches of
Revelation
• political background to New Testament
events
• the territory of the Roman Empire
• the Holy Land today and in the time of
Jesus
•

•
•

978-1-4245-6146-9

978-1-4245-6147-6

978-1-4245-6148-3

LARGE PRINT FAUX LEATHER FEATURES

In-depth footnotes with
insightful study notes,
commentary, word studies, cross
references, and alternate
translations
Extensive introductions and
outlines for each book
Traditional two-column format

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy-to-read large print
Contemporary 11pt font
Premium Bible paper
Exquisite faux leather
Heat debossing
Foil stamping
Smyth-sewn binding
Ribbon marker

978-1-4245-6150-6

978-1-4245-6149-0

Encounter the heart of God.
The Passion Translation® is a modern, easy-to-read Bible translation that unlocks the passion
of God’s heart and expresses his fiery love—merging emotion and life-changing truth.
This translation will evoke an overwhelming response in every reader, unfolding the deep
mysteries of the Scriptures. If you are hungry for God, The Passion Translation will help you
encounter his heart and know him more intimately. Fall in love with God all over again.
VITAL INF OR M ATION
$59.99
ISBN: 978-1-4245-xxxx-x

Available:
October 2020

Faux leather
6 1/8 x 9 1/8
1072 pages
Case quantity: 18
eBook:
978-1-4245-xxxx-x

BISAC Categories:
• BIBLES / Other
Testaments / New
Testament & Portions
• BIBLES/Other
Translations/General

A B OU T T H E T R A N SL ATOR
Dr. BRIAN SIMMONS is a passionate lover of God. After a
dra¬matic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling
him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the
gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife,
Candice, and their three children, he spent eight years in the
tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church
planter, translator, linguist, and consultant. Brian assisted in
the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project. After their
ministry in the jungle, Brian was instrumental in planting a
thriving church in New England (U.S.) and currently travels
full time as a speaker and Bible teacher. He is currently the lead
translator of The Passion Translation.
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The Passion Translation - 2020 Edition

New Testament with Psalms, Proverbs, and Song of Songs
Dr. Brian Simmons

2020 EDITION FEATURES
• Over 500 new footnotes
• Over 500 revised footnotes
• Updated text
• 16 pages of full-color maps locating and
identifying:
• Jesus’ birth, early years, ministry, and
last days
• major New Testament stories
• every epic journey of the Apostle Paul
• the missions of Philip and Peter
• the early church and seven churches of
Revelation
• political background to New Testament
events
• the territory of the Roman Empire
• the Holy Land today and in the time of
Jesus
•

•
•

978-1-4245-6155-1

978-1-4245-6151-3

978-1-4245-6153-7

COMPACT FAUX LEATHER FEATURES

In-depth footnotes with
insightful study notes,
commentary, word studies, cross
references, and alternate
translations
Extensive introductions and
outlines for each book
Traditional two-column format

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy-to-carry size
Contemporary font
Premium Bible paper
Exquisite faux leather
Heat debossing
Foil stamping
Smyth-sewn binding
Ribbon marker

978-1-4245-6152-0

978-1-4245-6156-8

978-1-4245-6154-4

Encounter the heart of God.
The Passion Translation® is a modern, easy-to-read Bible translation that unlocks the passion
of God’s heart and expresses his fiery love—merging emotion and life-changing truth.
This translation will evoke an overwhelming response in every reader, unfolding the deep
mysteries of the Scriptures. If you are hungry for God, The Passion Translation will help you
encounter his heart and know him more intimately. Fall in love with God all over again.
VITAL INF OR M ATION
$29.99
ISBN: 978-1-4245-xxxx-x

Available:
October 2020

Faux leather
4 1/2 x 6 1/2
1072 pages
Case quantity:
eBook:
978-1-4245-xxxx-x

BISAC Categories:
• BIBLES / Other
Testaments / New
Testament & Portions
• BIBLES/Other
Translations/General

A B OU T T H E T R A N SL ATOR
Dr. BRIAN SIMMONS is a passionate lover of God. After a
dra¬matic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling
him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the
gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife,
Candice, and their three children, he spent eight years in the
tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church
planter, translator, linguist, and consultant. Brian assisted in
the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project. After their
ministry in the jungle, Brian was instrumental in planting a
thriving church in New England (U.S.) and currently travels
full time as a speaker and Bible teacher. He is currently the lead
translator of The Passion Translation.
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The Passion Translation - 2020 Edition

New Testament with Psalms, Proverbs, and Song of Songs

•

•
•

NEW ST

2020 EDITION FEATURES
• Over 500 new footnotes
• Over 500 revised footnotes
• Updated text
• 16 pages of full-color maps locating and
identifying:
• Jesus’ birth, early years, ministry, and
last days
• major New Testament stories
• every epic journey of the Apostle Paul
• the missions of Philip and Peter
• the early church and seven churches of
Revelation
• political background to New Testament
events
• the territory of the Roman Empire
• the Holy Land today and in the time of
Jesus

YLE!

Dr. Brian Simmons

978-1-4245-6145-2

978-1-4245

-6169-8

STANDARD HARDCOVER FEATURES

In-depth footnotes with
insightful study notes,
commentary, word studies, cross
references, and alternate
translations
Extensive introductions and
outlines for each book
Traditional two-column format

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contemporary 9pt font
Premium Bible paper
Matte lamination
Special debossing
Spot UV gloss
Smyth-sewn binding
Ribbon marker

978-1-4245-6144-5

978-1-4245-6143-8

Encounter the heart of God.
The Passion Translation® is a modern, easy-to-read Bible translation that unlocks the passion
of God’s heart and expresses his fiery love—merging emotion and life-changing truth.
This translation will evoke an overwhelming response in every reader, unfolding the deep
mysteries of the Scriptures. If you are hungry for God, The Passion Translation will help you
encounter his heart and know him more intimately. Fall in love with God all over again.
VITAL INF OR M ATION
$29.99
ISBN: 978-1-4245-xxxx-x

Available:
October 2020

Hardcover
5 3/8 x 8
1072 pages
Case quantity: 24
eBook:
978-1-4245-

BISAC Categories:
• BIBLES / Other
Testaments / New
Testament & Portions
• BIBLES/Other
Translations/General

A B OU T T H E T R A N SL ATOR
Dr. BRIAN SIMMONS is a passionate lover of God. After a
dra¬matic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling
him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the
gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife,
Candice, and their three children, he spent eight years in the
tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church
planter, translator, linguist, and consultant. Brian assisted in
the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project. After their
ministry in the jungle, Brian was instrumental in planting a
thriving church in New England (U.S.) and currently travels
full time as a speaker and Bible teacher. He is currently the lead
translator of The Passion Translation.
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The Passion Translation - 2020 Edition

New Testament with Psalms, Proverbs, and Song of Songs
Dr. Brian Simmons

2020 EDITION FEATURES
• Over 500 new footnotes
• Over 500 revised footnotes
• Updated text
• 16 pages of full-color maps locating and
identifying:
• Jesus’ birth, early years, ministry, and
last days
• major New Testament stories
• every epic journey of the Apostle Paul
• the missions of Philip and Peter
• the early church and seven churches of
Revelation
• political background to New Testament
events
• the territory of the Roman Empire
• the Holy Land today and in the time of
Jesus
•

•
•

STANDARD FABRIC FEATURES

In-depth footnotes with
insightful study notes,
commentary, word studies, cross
references, and alternate
translations
Extensive introductions and
outlines for each book
Traditional two-column format

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

978-1-4245-6157-5

Contemporary 9pt font
Premium Bible paper
Elegant printed fabric
Protective matte varnish
Foil stamping
Smyth-sewn binding
Ribbon marker

978-1-4245-6158-2

Encounter the heart of God.
The Passion Translation® is a modern, easy-to-read Bible translation that unlocks the passion
of God’s heart and expresses his fiery love—merging emotion and life-changing truth.
This translation will evoke an overwhelming response in every reader, unfolding the deep
mysteries of the Scriptures. If you are hungry for God, The Passion Translation will help you
encounter his heart and know him more intimately. Fall in love with God all over again.
VITAL INF OR M ATION
$39.99
ISBN: 978-1-4245-xxxx-x

Available:
October 2020

Fabric over board
5 3/8 x 8
1072 pages
Case quantity:
eBook:
978-1-4245-

BISAC Categories:
• BIBLES / Other
Testaments / New
Testament & Portions
• BIBLES/Other
Translations/General

A B OU T T H E T R A N SL ATOR
Dr. BRIAN SIMMONS is a passionate lover of God. After a
dra¬matic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling
him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the
gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife,
Candice, and their three children, he spent eight years in the
tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church
planter, translator, linguist, and consultant. Brian assisted in
the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project. After their
ministry in the jungle, Brian was instrumental in planting a
thriving church in New England (U.S.) and currently travels
full time as a speaker and Bible teacher. He is currently the lead
translator of The Passion Translation.
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